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You're looking at older versions of VLC. Here you will find APK files of all versions of VLC available on our website, published so far. Latest: Description : VLC Media Player is a free and open source multi-platform media player that plays most multimedia files as well as drives, devices and network
transmission protocols. This is the VLC media player port for the Android ™ Android platform. VLC for Android can play in any video and audio file, as well as network transmissions, discs and network promotions and ISO DVDs, such as the desktop version of VLC. VLC for Android is a complete audio
player, with a full database, equalizer and filters, playing all the weird sound formats. Mandatory versions of Android : Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0.3-4.0.4) - Jelly Bean (4.1-4.3.1) - KitKat (4.4'4.4.4) - Lollipop (5.0-5.0.2) - Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.2) - Nougat (7.0 - 7.1.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.org.org.videolan.vlc13019204.apk SIGUENOS VLC Media Player) is a free cross-platform multimedia player with open source that plays most multimedia files, as well as drives, devices, devices, and network streaming protocols. This is the VLC media player port on the Android platform™ Android. VLC for Android can play
any video and audio files, as well as network streams, network promotions and CDs, and DVD ISOs as a desktop version of VLC. VLC for Android is a full-fledged audio player, with a full database, equalizer and filters, playing all the strange audio forms. VLC is designed for everyone, completely free, has
no advertising, no in-app purchases, no espionage and is developed by passionate volunteers. All source code is available for free. The ------VLC features for Android™ plays most local video and audio files, as well as network streams (including adaptive streaming), DVD ISOs, such as the desktop
version of VLC. It also supports stock drives. All formats are supported, including MKV, MP4, AVI, MOV, Ogg, FLAC, TS, M2TS, Wv and AAC. All codeks are included without individual downloads. It supports subtitles, Teletext and closed captions. VLC for Android has a media library for audio and video
files, and allows you to view folders directly. VLC has the support of multi-threaded audio and subtitles. It supports automatic rotation, side ratio adjustments and gestures to control volume, brightness, and search. It also includes a sound control widget, audio headset management, cover and a full audio
media library. -------------VLC permits for Android need access to these categories: Photos/Media/Files to read all media files :) Storage to read all media files on SD cards :) Others to check network connections, change volume, install ringtone, run on Android TV and display a pop-up view, see below for
Information. Details of the resolution: Read the contents of your USB store to read the media files on the It needs to change or delete the contents of your USB store in order to allow the deletion of files and store subtitles. Your phone is sleepy while watching videos. draw over other apps to start custom
images in the picture widget. It needs vibration control to give feedback on the controls. android TV devices only. Video: Mark How to play : Choosing a chapter for audiobooks and TV: Improve PiP behavior - Video player: increase the size of icons and Thumbnails: Fix the quality problem - Fix the
Chromecast shutdown - Remove the sliders of tactile feedback - Fix the fixes of the TV focus button and order the Fix app, not launched when installing on the SD card on some versions of Android When the content is empty, TV: Video Recovery Fix - Fixing Crash VLC: Av1 Security Fix improves
decoding performance - Reduce the size of the installation on Android 6 Don't show the controls overlay on the Look Gestures Fix Som's app: : : Improvement SMB 2/3 Performances - Image-to-Picture Support on Chrome OS Fix Video as Audio Playback Summary Video Player: Correct Crash fixesTV:
Fix browsers showing only 65 first file Fix background transition fix flicker in browsers Fix subtitles dl focus for DPAD navigation Fix video count on the main TV screen , including player and TV browsers Add group videos named to the subtitle function now saved in the media folder, When possible Video
player controls the reorganization Improvement support SMBv2 Improving the media name of the application: - Video: Fix subtitles lost on multitasking - Fix media downloads , It can sometimes fail - Misc. Crash FixChrome OS: - Prevent video playback to be stopped on the laptop zlt;-gt; tablet switch
modes - Disable the volume/brightness touch gesturesTV: - Leave the video When the device is turned offLibVLC: - Fix vtt subtitles rendering - Updated YouTube Lua Scripts App: Fix the external detection of the device, must fix the problems medialibrary Fix the keyboard is not displayed on the search
Fix the accident when there is no brightness settings found Fix crash in the player's version when there is no chapter found Updated translations Misc. fixesVLC: - updated on v3.0.7 with security fixes - dav1d decoder v0.3.1 App: Fix video player stopped after multitasking Fix timer sleep in audio player
Sorting fix impossible after As the category Switch Fix story is not always updated Various fixes and improvements to the user interfaceTV: Fix Medialibrary is not scanned when launching the 'update' card app: minSDK is now 17 (Android 4.2) On board the screen for new users The ability to group video
on Android Auto folders is back! External Storage Support on Chromebooks (ChromeOS v72) Start label OTG viewing devices A-B re-sorting preferences are being saved By improving support for very large mediaTV libraries :* Home Screen Media Sorting channels and Video Grouping Manual Set up
network share VLC: SMB 2/3 AV1 app decoding software: minSDK is now 17 (Android 4.2) On board the screen for new users The ability to group videos by Android Auto folders is back! External support storage systems on Chromebooks (ChromeOS v72) Devices that view A-B are repeated, Sorting
Settings Now Saved Improvement support for very large media librariesTV: Home channels Media sorting and grouping videos Manual set-up of the VLC's share: SMB 2/3 AV1 software decoding the application: Fix subtitles not rebooted with multitasking Fix ahead / Rewind actions with assistant
Improving video player availability description Fix Crash on the Home Screen - Recovery recommendations for OreoVLC: - Update VLC core Android Auto was disabled due to Google's claim , It will return to v3.1Application: - Audio digital output (passage) is now disabled by default - Fix video to look at
the wrong time to play resume - Fix renderer stay connected when Wi-Fi is off - Video tracks selector in the video player 4 . VLC Fixes: Chromecast Improvements Stabilization App: Support Chromecast (beta) Playlist files are now scanned Faster look in the video Delete now possible SD cards Fixed
delete on Oreo devices Options for disabling subtitles automatic download Artists/Album Classification Improving Performance Misc. App Fixes: Support Chromecast (beta) Playlist files are now scanned Faster look in the video Delete now possible SD Cards Fixed deletion on Oreo devices Options for

disabling the subtitles of automatic download Fixed Artists / Album classification Improving performance Misc. Misc. Support Chromecast (beta) Playlist files are now scanned Faster to look in the video Delete now possible SD cards Fixed delete on Devices Oreo Options for disabling subtitles automatic
download Fixed Artists / Album classification Improving Performance Misc. Fixes app: Show FAB for albums in Artist/Genre Viewing Fix playback speed is not saved for video Fix file removal on Oreo (internal storage only) Fix saving as a playlist, nailing to the existing rather than rewriting its Fix widget
update on oreo Fix resume sometimes plays the wrong position of Misc. Chromebook: Selling Right Click Support for Media Elements Drag'Drop Implementation to play mediaVLC: VLC Update for VLC 3.0-RC4 Some users have been unable to see some of their artists/albums in the media library. We are
sorry and this update should fix this. It will also try to recover your playlists from the old database to a new one. 'Fix videos don't disappear after deleting WhatsApp Video Recovery for those who haven't had it anymore', Add WhatsApp video, to quickly access the shortcuts 'Fix 'seen' check on RTL
devices Fix some chromebooks showing the TV interface 360 video supportAndroid Auto implementation More dynamic and material-compatible UI-shaped mode factor MediaLibraryDayNight mode integrationN search activity and integration with Google NowResume positions for Audio media labeled as
audiobook or podcastDouble click on the edge of the screen in the video player look 10sAudio pulse in the video playerCustom equalizer presetsImprove RTL supportImprove app and video player speed launch VLC on Android 2.0.6.6.6 is an update fixing crashes, updating codecs and keeping sound
delays for BT headphones.2.0 introduces a large number of functions, in particular, Browse network drives (Windows, UPnP, NFS, SFTP...), favorite folders and URLs , video playlists, pop-up videos, support for new permissions, download subtitles, rewriting notifications and management, as well as a
new story. Android TV and Android versions have been combined so that each device can get an updated look of Android TV. VLC on Android 2.0.62.0.6 is an update fixing the soboxes, codec update and audio delay saving for BT headphones.2.0 introduces a large number of features, notably browsing
the drive network (Windows Shares, UPnP, NFS, SFTP ...), favorite folders and URLs, video playlists, pop-up videos, new support permissions, subtitles download, rewrite and reportage. Android TV and Android versions have been combined so that each device can get an updated look of Android TV.
Take a look. vlc apk for android 4.0. vlc apk for android 4.4 2 download. vlc apk for android 4.2.2. vlc apk for android 4.4. vlc apk for android 4.4.4. vlc apk for android 4.1 2. vlc apk for android 4.0.4. vlc apk for android 4.1
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